**DUST COLLECTION: SMALL SHOP SOLUTION**

When space and money are tight, it's tempting to dismiss a dust collection system as a luxury that just won't fit in the shop or the budget. Rockler's Dust Right® Wall Mount Dust Collector offers a solution that won't break the bank or hog up shop floor space.

**Dust Right® Wall Mount Dust Collector**

With a 650 cfm suction capacity and a 3/4-hp 110 volt motor, this compact dust collector handles serious shop messes without cluttering up your workspace. It mounts in seconds with a simple Z-bracket, and you can set up additional Z-brackets to create dust-collection stations wherever you're working. 15-gallon, 30-micron filter bag included. 5-micron bag available (sold separately).

**42400 Dust Right® Wall Mount Dust Collector**

**20431 5-Micron Bag for Wall Mount Dust Collector**

**21537 Z-Brackets for Wall Mount Dust Collector**

---

**One solution for dust collection and shop cleanup**

**Dust Right® 4" Expandable Hose**

39365 Expands from 2' to 14'
24719 Expands from 3' to 21'
25726 Expands from 4' to 28'

**Dust Right® Tool Ports**

28666 Combo Port
25516 4" Quick Connect Tool Port
34432 Quick Connect Elbow Port

**36134 Dust Right® Floor Sweep System**

**26177 4" Keyed Bridge Hose Clamps, 5-pack**